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STEEL RAILS,

THE BEST LENGTH TO MANUFACTURERAILS STILL

A QUESTION.—The question of the most economical

length for rails in still unsettled. In connnection

with a discussion of the question of long or short

rails it is stated that the£ line opened in France

—viz, that from Saint Etienne to Andrezieux

had rails only 3 ft. 11 inches long, and weighing

45 pounds. This was in 1828 but in 1832, on the

line from Saint Etienne to Lyons, the rail had in

creased in length to about 14 ft. 8 inches, and

weighed 132 pounds. Various increases were

made up to 1855 in France, when the length reach

ed 19 ft. 6 in. England came in with a rail meas

uring from 21 to 24 ft. with a weight of 110 pounds
ranciser 39 running inches. In Austria the

£, line far exceeded this length, out was one

eighth less in weight. The great objection in

the lengthening of iron rails is that the rail exfo

liates and is damaged at any point—in fact the

South of France Railway Company finds that only

one-third of the rails are damaged at the ends. The

greater length also involves more labor in the re

moval and replacement of rails. The use of cast

steel changed the whole question, and now rails

are turned out in Belgium and France 85. ft. in

length. The long rail adopts a curve more readily

owing to the absence of joints.

ENGINEERS CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA.

ROOMs, No. 1,523 CHESTNUT STREET, )

Philadelphia, Pa.

Regular meeting, Saturday, October 20, 1883, at

8 o'clock p. m.

Report of Committee on Memorial of the late

John C. Traut wine, honorary member.

Marine architecture.

The designing of steam boilers.

Early mining operations in Berks and Chester

counties, including the present condition of the

Jones & Warwick iron mines.

Notes on a Code of Conventional Colors.

RECORD OF REGULAR MEETING, OCT. 6, 1883.

President Henry G. Morris in the chair; eighteen

members and one visitor present.

Mr. Edward Thiange presented an illustrated de

scription of a method of earthwork computation

by means of diagrams, constructed from the prop

osition “The areas of similar figures are to each

other as the squares of their homologous sides.”

An idea may be had of their nature and uses b

the following directions: To get the average vol

ume in cubic yards of a station (in embankment),

to the centre-fill at each end add the constant

height of the “grade triangle” (which is formed

by the roadbed and the side slopes produced); at

the resultant heights on the diagram, measure,

with the scale of cubic yards, the lengths of the

ordinates terminated by the slope lines at each

station respectively; their sum, diminished by the

“grade prism,” is the average quantity for the

station of 100 ft.

A paper upon Economy in Highway Bridges by

Prof. J. A. L. Waddell was read. Its objects are

to etermine the most economical depth and num

ber of panels for spans from 40 to 200 ft.; the

lengths at which it is better to change from pony

truss to through bridge, and from single to double

intersection; the exact dead loads and the amounts

of lumber and iron for each case.

The secretary presented a photograph and de

scription of the# Bridge for double-track rail

way over Oswego Canal, N. Y., W. S. & B. R. R.,

kindly contributed to the club by Mr. Jno. A. Par

tridge (member Am. Soc. C. E.), Division engineer.

Length of truss, 94 ft.; height, 23 ft.; width, 30 ft.

4 in.; angle with centre line, 38°; weight of

bridge with machinery, 146 tons; weight of coun

ter-weights, 138 tons; height of lift from bridge

seat, 10% ft.; time required for lift, 30 seconds.

HowARD MURPHY,

Secretary and Treasurer.

---

THE HISTORY AND STATISTICS OF AMERI

CAN WATER-WORKS.

BY J. JAMES R. CROES, M. A.M. SOC. C. E.

DLXXII.—PEABODY, MASS.

(Continued from page 482.)

Peabody, Massachusetts, in lat. 42° 35' N., long.

70° 55' W.,is on irregular ground, rising from tide

water to an elevation of 160 ft. It was formerly

called South Danvers.

The town was first supplied with water by the
Salem and Danvers Aqueduct Company, incor

orated April 7, 1797, with a capital of $10,000.

ater was first furnished in 1799 by gravity from

a reservoir in which the water of springs was col

lected, and distributed through bored pine logs of

3 in. diameter. In 1804 logs of 5-in. bore were

substituted. In 1834 the first iron pipes were laid,

of 6-in. diameter. Additions were made from time

to time, and in 1859 the company had expended

$246,200, laid 40 miles of pipe, and had 3,400 water

takers. Separate water-works were built by the

city of Salem in 1868, and by Danvers in 1876. The

town of Peabody in 1873 for $125,000, comprisin

Spring Pond, which has an area of 59 acres, at

ft. above tide level; Brown's Pond, and two stone

reservoirs 300 by 100 ft. and 5 ft. deep.

In 1881–82 high service works were built by the

town, taking the supply from springs and'''
it by a Worthington steam pumping engine of :

million gallons£ capacity into a stand-pipe 25

ft. high, on ground 159 ft. above tide. Distribu

tion is by 4.6 miles of pipe, of from 16 to 2 in. di

ameter. The old mains are of cast iron and the

new ones of cement-lined wrought-iron, and the

smaller sizes of galvanized iron.

There are 130 fire hydrants and 1,300 taps.

The population in 1880 was 9,028. The daily con

sumption in 1882 was 586,359 gallons on the high ser

vice and about 500,000 gallons on the low service,

The expenses were $3,010 and the receipts $17,504.

The works have cost $233,580, and the bonded debt

is $215,000, at from 4 to 7 per cent. interest.

The works are managed by five water commis

sioners. D. S. Littlefield is chairman of the Board.

THE GEODETić CONGRESS.

I.ONDON, Oct. 16, 1883.

An International Gecdetic Conference is being

held in Rome. Among the delegates present is

General R. D. Cutts, of the United States Coast

and Geodetic Survey.

A COMMON MERIDIAN.

The Congress opened on Monday with delegates

from all the European States present. There were

also in attendance four representatives from the

United States. Signor Baccelli delivered an ad

dress in Latin, in which he warmly congratulated

the people of America upon their first participation

in the deliberations of a body having objects simi

liar to those of this Congress. The adoption of an

international common meridian and common time

for railway and telegraph purposes is to be
discussed.

-e---

ON GEODETICAL OPERATIONS.

TO THE EDITOR OF ENGINEERING :

SIR: In view of the approaching International

Geodetic Congress to be held at Rome in October,

it may be opportune to sketch out some features of

geodetic operations which demand attention.

The main aim of all geodetic operations on the

grand scale should be to find the configuration of

the water or seas upon the surface of the earth;

the land, at any or different places, will but vary

in contour as indicated by references to mean sea

levels at their latitudes. Apart from practical

difficulties, such as the delicate operation of meas

uring a baseand necessary reduction of alterations

of lengths of measuring rods produced by varia

tions of temperature to a fixed state of the

thermometer and also a certain hygrometric state

of the atmosphere; corrections required for refrac
tion; reduction to the centre when instruments

cannot be placed at centre of a station which is

the true angular£ of a triangle, etc., the

theory of geodetical operations and its intricacies,

or rather its delicacies,may be represented in a very

simple manner as follows: Let us suppose we wish

to make a horizontal sun-dial; we require its gno

mon to be parallel with the earth's axis. In order

to fix the gnomon (which may be a mere rod) if we

level our dial-plate according to the natural level

of its place as indicated by the spirit-level and

plumb-line we have, after allowing for our lati

tude, to allow also for the angle of the vertical,that

is, for the swing of the plumb-line equatorwise in

consequence of the rotation of the earth about its

axis and the configuration of the earth approach

ing somewhat to that of a spheroidal solid of revo

lution. If we fix the gnomon of our sun-dial cor

rectly (that is, if our angular values of latitude

and angle of the vertical be correct ones) we should

then (after allowing' ation of time) always have

correct time indicated. Now, the first require

ment of geodetical operations is to fix a suppositi

tious true sphere osculating the surface of the

earth, at the poles, wherewith to compare the

actual contour of the earth, and in fixing this base

of operations we are, perforce, obliged to correct

our apparent latitudes by the amounts of theoreti

cally derived angles of the vertical in order to ar

rive at true latitudes referred to osculating sphere.

It has been seen that in fixing a sun-dial, if the

theoretical angle of the vertical and apparent lati

tude afford us, correct angle of the gnomon (or of

earth's axis), the dial will indicate true time. An

analogous astronomical operation—apparent lati
tude, theoretical angle or the vertical, and the

equation of time being given—will inform us if

we are, in geodetical operations, making true re

ference to an osculating sphere, or, ractically, if

our theoretical angles of the vertical£ COrrect.

On a true sphere all degrees of latitude would

be, if actually measured on its surface, of the same

or equal length, and the differences of lengths of

true degrees of latitude measured on our earth's

surface would indicate its contour.

In geodetical operations, then,
- we require to

know true geocentrical latitudes of every part of a

works of the old company were purchased by£ and therefore, in order to obtain

such, require to know true angles of the vertical at

every post or station.

Now, in practice, we would assume if astro

nomical observations of the character before men

tioned afford us true time, that our latitude and

angle of the vertical are both correct, though this,
when it comes to be examined''' to be

no more than assumption, as the total of the angle

of latitude and angle of the vertical may be cor

rect, when neither the one nor the other may itself

be so; and when we find, at different parts of tri

angulation, differences of angles of the earth's

axis not to be expected from actual measured and

combined theoretical latitudes obtained geodetically,

we look out for some cause of such difference,

such as, for instance, the proximity of a mountain,

or, on the other hand, of a concavity beneath

earth's surface, or equivalent less than ordinary

dense strata.

If differences betwixt theoretically and geodet

ically derived angles of the earth's axis occur but

seldom, and we find proximity of mountains or

other natural causes o!'such, we rest satisfied with

the theoretical angles, but if such differences occur

more frequently during a triangulation, and na

tural causes of them are not so apparent, then we

adopt the mean of such differences and alter our

theoretical angles of the vertical accordingly. But

even then we may not arrive at the true propor

tions of angles of vertical and of latitude, which

together make true angle of earth's axis, and, con

sequently, may not arrive at perfectly true com

parison of the figure of the earth with that of its

osculating sphere.

It cannot be too strongly brought to notice that,

in geodetical operations, we work to a contour de

rived from angles of the vertical. We reduce

all observations at every part of a triangulation

to such contour. We are, in fact, and because of

the very nature of the mathematics employed in

reducing our observations, working to a a precon

ceived contour (liable to corrections of angles of

the vertical, as shown in the preceding paragraph,

but the angles still remaining theoretical), and if

we take but one sea level (as Live l Old Dock

Sill, for instance, in our own insular operations)

whereto to refer our contour to, we do not even

make an aim to work to actual contour of the

earth.

But it may be be said that, having corrected

original theoretical angles of the vertical, we are

afterwards working as nearly as human means

will allow of, to true contour of a solid of revolu

tion. Not so ! for the plumb-line swings freely,

or rather, far more freely than any matter havin

the slightest cohesive property or viscosity, an

thus the swing of the pendulum equatorwise would

indicate an exaggerated oblateness and greater

than the oblateness of a fluid upon the earth's

surface, and rotating about its axis.

Again, the mere taking one or a few sea levels

whereto to refer our contour yet leaves the con

tour betwixt any two sea levels which may be

comparatively distant from each other, the imag

inary contour which the mathematics employed

in the reduction of observations affords us.

Actual mean sea levels should then be taken at

the latitude of each st of a triangulation, and

the greater the£ taken the better, and the

nearer may be the approach to true contour.

But it been urged that the agreement of

measurements of bases of verification with the

measures of such derived from the series of tri

angles of a geodetical operation are sufficient to

prove the accuracy of the operation itself. So they

are ! But not to prove that the contour of the

base of verification is otherwise than the precon

ceived and partially corrected contour of the tri

angulation as a whole, for,in making actual meas

urement of a base of verification we would make

the same allowance for angles of the vertical as in

making the triangulation, and thus the base of

verification would perforce assume the contour of

the triangulation as a whole. To prove that a

geodetically derived contour agrees with the real

contour is another matter, and may, indeed, be

entirely out of human power to compass.

To arrive at geodetic truth will be seen, from

the foregoing, to be a very difficult and,#
even impossible matter; but to make the affair still

worse there occur in nature daily, and even hourl

deviations of the angles of the vertical; these devi

ations may be said to be primarily of tidal charac

ters, they will indicate in somewhat similar man

ner as ocean tides do the effects of the Sun and

moon on the rotation of the earth about its axis,

and will indicate the same variations of such effects

as the barometer does after allowances are made

for changes of temperature, density, etc., of the at

mosphere. The writer mentioned this fact, and

more in a contemporary before the Darwin

brothers commenced their observations on the

variations of the angles of the vertical and indicat

ed an instrument such as the suspension of, a

heavy pendulum whereby observations of varia

tions might be made.

M. Plantamour assumed all variations of angles

of the vertical at his place of observation to be

due to local earth disturbances, but such is not the


